Recording Workshop

Accelerated Certificate Training in Music Recording & Audio Production
Recording Workshop is the leading hands-on
educational choice for those seriously seeking
a career in music recording and audio
production.
The training is concentrated, with the biggest emphasis being practical
experience in the studio. This immersive approach lets the entire
curriculum be completed in less than two months. It is time-tested and
proven to be a superior way to prepare new music production
professionals. It’s much more affordable too.
Since 1977, students from over 70 countries have traveled to our campus
to participate in the unique programs we offer.
We can teach you the skills needed to start a career as an audio recording
engineer, skills that are also fundamental to start work as a record
producer or live sound engineer, skills that can empower someone who
wants to produce and record their own music with full creative control.
Across the country and around the world, in recording studios and on the
road, Recording Workshop graduates have worked on projects for many
of today’s biggest music artists. And thousands of our grads are working
behind the scenes on movies, television shows and in just about any
situation that needs skilled audio professionals.
Our curriculum is designed to accommodate students from a wide variety
of backgrounds - musicians or non-musicians, those who already own a
project studio or those who have never been in a studio. Recording
Workshop is ready to help anyone with a desire and dedication to learn.

Congrats to Recording Workshop grads Sean
Kellett and Nick Mac. Working at Perfect Sound
Studios in Los Angeles, they engineered for the
track Glorious on Macklemore's album The
Genesis.
Awards for RIAA Certified Platinum status are now
in the hands of all the talent involved.
Other artists that Sean has engineered for include
Primal Scream, Dirty Heads & J. Cole.

Recording Workshop grad John Guentner is one
of the busiest foley mixers in the biz. The Big Bang
Theory is one of about a dozen TV shows that he
currently brings his talents to. Roseanne, Mom,
SEAL Team, and Brockmire are a few of the others.
John's foley mixing skills will also be heard in the
upcoming remake of A Star is Born with Lady
Gaga and Bradley Cooper.

5 weeks - 180 hours

The CORE Program is the
foundation for all Recording
Workshop students. It is highly
immersive (5 days per week, 6-9
hours per day), and sessions are
offered year-round with start dates
every 7 weeks. Each day is a
combination of two lectures and
3-6 hours of project work in the
studio. The training is extremely
hands-on and creative.

2 weeks - 80 hours

The ADVANCED Program is an
optional extension to the CORE
training that allows students to
deepen their studio skills. The
ADVANCED projects put increased
demands on the students’
shoulders as they handle all
aspects of session work. The
ADVANCED Program is offered 7
times per year, and is usually taken
right after the CORE Program.

For MUCH more info on curriculum, costs,
and schedule, please visit our website:

RecordingWorkshop.com
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